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ABSTRACT
Capturing how the structures of interacting partners
evolved at their binding interfaces is a fundamental
issue for understanding interactomes evolution.
In that scope, the InterEvol database was de-
signed for exploring 3D structures of homologous
interfaces of protein complexes. For every chain
forming a complex in the protein data bank
(PDB), close and remote structural interologs were
identified providing essential snapshots for studying
interfaces evolution. The database provides tools
to retrieve and visualize these structures. In
addition, pre-computed multiple sequence align-
ments of most likely interologs retrieved from a
wide range of species can be downloaded to
enrich the analysis. The database can be queried
either directly by pdb code or keyword but also
from the sequence of one or two partners.
Interologs multiple sequence alignments can also
be recomputed online with tailored parameters
using the InterEvolAlign facility. Last, an InterEvol
PyMol plugin was developed to improve interactive
exploration of structures versus sequence align-
ments at the interfaces of complexes. Based on a
series of automatic methods to extract structural
and sequence data, the database will be monthly
updated. Structures coordinates and sequence
alignments can be queried and downloaded from
the InterEvol web interface at http://biodev.cea.fr/
interevol/.
INTRODUCTION
Major insights into protein interaction networks have
been brought through the physical mapping of protein
interactions by a combination of high throughput tech-
niques. Large databases such as Biogrid (1) and Intact
(2) are now gathering several thousands of interactions
for a number of model organisms. At a lower but
signiﬁcant rate, high resolution structures of protein
complexes keep on expanding, providing a wealth of in-
formation for capturing the molecular logic underlying
these interaction networks. Synergies, competitions,
speciﬁcities can be best understood through the precise
identiﬁcation of residues contacting at the interface.
Understanding how these interactions were preserved or
altered through evolution remains an important challenge
in both ﬁelds of network and structural biology (3–5). The
important concept of interolog was introduced to deﬁne a
conserved interaction between two binding partners (6)
and, as an extension, when the structures of the corres-
ponding complexes are known, they can be deﬁned as
‘structural interologs’. The scope of the InterEvol
database is to provide an integrated environment to
explore coevolution processes in complexes of known
structures. From the database, structural interologs
between closely and distantly related homologs can be
retrieved providing key insights into the fate of compen-
satory mutations within the structures of interfaces.
Furthermore, an interactive PyMol plugin (The PyMol
Molecular Graphics System, http://pymol.sourceforge.
net) was developed to combine the structural exploration
of interfaces with the targeted inspection of interologs
multiple sequence alignments. Pre-calculated alignments
are available in the InterEvol database and can also
easily be recomputed using different options from the
InterEvolAlign tool.
Large-scale analyses of the structural interactomes were
tackled by a number of studies (7–9) and databases,
including PSIBASE (10), PIBASE (11), PRISM (12), 3D
complex (13), SCOPPI (14), PRINT (15), SCOWLP (16),
JAIL (17), 3D interologs (18), IBIS (19), 3did (20) and
ProtCID (21). Different strategies for clustering the inter-
faces were proposed depending on whether the entire
chains (as in PRISM, IBIS) or the domains (as in
SCOWLP, PIBASE, 3did, ProtCID) deﬁned by either
SCOP (22), CATH (23) or PFAM (24) were considered
in the comparison process. A number of important
insights for the understanding of interactomes were
gained from these works. Thanks to the 3D-complex
database (13), unanticipated distribution of symmetries
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of protein assemblies (25). Providing more global perspec-
tives about the structural organization of interactomes,
the 3did database (20) clustered both domain–domain
and domain–linear motifs complex structures, and
provides a nicely interactive platform to travel through
the networks of interactions made by a given domain
superfamily. More focused on the details of the interfaces,
databases such as SCOWLP are useful for grasping the
types of physico-chemical contacts occurring at interfaces
especially for water mediated interactions (26) while
PRINT integrates predictions for hot spot residues (27).
Among the databases cited above several can provide
useful insights into the evolution of interfaces, such as
PRISM (12), IBIS (19), 3D interologs (18) and ProtCID
(21). PRISM (12) database was among the ﬁrst databases
performing large-scale clustering of interface structures
allowing for the extraction of similar interfaces with evo-
lutionary relationships. IBIS (19) maps and infers inter-
action sites in proteins by inspecting the structures of
protein complexes formed by homologous partners and,
as PRISM, can be used to retrieve structural interologs.
In 3D interologs, sequences from UniProt were blasted
against a collection of structures of heterodimers
offering the possibility to map the query sequence onto
the structure of an interface and to align the sequences
of interologs that matched the same template. ProtCID
clustered and superimposed interacting proteins sharing
the same PFAM architectures and generated a structural
database of homologous interfaces. The primary goal of
the database was to help discriminating crystal contacts
from biological ones because biological interfaces tend to
be conserved across different interologous structures. As
an extension, ProtCID can also be used to explore the
evolutionary properties of interologs provided they are
not too distantly related. The InterEvol database pushes
forward the exploitation of interology in two directions,
not only it includes very remotely related interologs but
also it combines structures and multiple sequence align-
ments of interologs so that they can be analysed in an
interactive manner. Most of the numerous distant struc-
tural orthologs collected in InterEvol actually exhibit
similar binding modes, signiﬁcantly enhancing our percep-
tion of interfaces plasticity.
Interfaces coevolution bears intriguing features related
to their conservation and their sequence versatility which
greatly complicate their analyses. Based on a large-scale
analysis, a majority of domain pairs forming intermolecu-
lar contacts were found to interact in the same way with
identities as low as 30–40% (28). At the interface itself,
core positions were shown to evolve more slowly than the
rest of the surface (29,30) and the modular organization
was found to be conserved among a set of homologous
complexes (31). However, prediction of contacting
residues from pairwise covariation analyses was found dif-
ﬁcult to extract (32) unless a large number of sequences
was available (33). Reasons for such paradox may be that
interfaces did not coevolve in a residue pairwise manner
but rather through compensatory changes distributed
within micro-environments of several residues (34).
Complex mechanisms involving molecular epistasis were
recently proposed to explain how such versatility may
arise (35,36).
To facilitate the analysis of such micro-environments,
the InterEvol database implemented several tools to
generate multiple sequence alignments and visualize
speciﬁc columns of these alignments in a structural
context. Hence, it can be used to pinpoint local plasticity
at an interface and help uncovering the rules for interface
coevolution. From a user perspective, the InterEvol
database provides a number of applications besides
large-scale coevolution studies. For modelling usage,
users can take advantage of the HHsearch proﬁle–proﬁle
comparison program (37) running on the server, submit
one or two sequences and retrieve all the structures of
complexes involving a close or distant homolog of their
queries. Multiple sequence alignments of interologs which
can be optimized by changing the parameters in the
InterEvolAlign web interface can provide important infor-
mation to understand the speciﬁcity of an interaction, the
deleterious effect of a mutation or to guide the design of
compensatory mutations. All these analyses are greatly
facilitated through the interactive PyMol plugin that can
easily be installed to dive into interface coevolution
properties. These developments represent key steps in
tackling the complexity of interface coevolution from the
analysis of sequence alignments and in generating
enhanced statistics about the details of interface physico-
chemistry throughout evolution. We believe that the
way structures and sequences are combined together
within the InterEvol database will provide new insights
into the evolutionary analyses of interactomes.
CLUSTERING CLOSE AND REMOTE
STRUCTURAL INTEROLOGS
The InterEvol database is built combining the PDB (38)
coordinate ﬁles and the information in the xml header ﬁles
(38). A general ﬂow chart of the processing step is
provided in Supplementary Figure S1. In the case of
X-ray structures, the biological unit was generated by
applying the transformation provided in the
<PDBx:pdbx_struct_assembly_gen> xml tag under for
the assembly_id ‘1’. Biological units were either deﬁned
by author, software or both as speciﬁed in the
<PDBx:details> xml tag. This information is useful to
rely as much as possible on authors expertise and only if
required on assembly prediction methods such as PISA
(39). We found this preferable in the case of some large
complexes [such as the proteasome (pdb:1fnt)] or small
interfaces [such as Hsp90-Sgt1 complex (pdb:2jki)]
for which PISA returned improper assemblies predictions.
As regards NMR structures, the model deﬁned by the
tag <PDBx:pdbx_nmr_representativeCategory>< PDBx:
conformer_id> was used. All the entries containing
multiple chains after reconstruction were further con-
sidered. A number of steps was performed to prepare
the dataset and allow proper comparisons between the
chains. The sequences of the different PDB chains were
extracted from the <PDBx:entity_poly entity_id=
‘ENTITY’> tag and mapped on the sequences of the
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homomeric or heteromeric character was assigned depend-
ing on whether one or different sequences were mapped,
respectively. Absence of overlap between the chains
matching on the same sequence indicated that the chains
were fragments of the same protein and chains were not
considered further. To facilitate subsequent mapping with
their multiple sequence alignments, chains were renum-
bered and relabelled if required so that the ﬁrst residue
index of every chain is 1 and every subsequent residue
index is incremented by 1 (no gaps in the index). So far,
only chains containing more than 30 amino acids were
considered so that protein–peptide complexes are not
taken into account in InterEvol.
To cluster close and remote structural interologs, we
applied a two-step procedure ﬁrst reducing the redun-
dancy below 70% sequence identity and then using
proﬁle–proﬁle alignments together with structural super-
position. Chains sharing more than 70% sequence identity
over more than 70% of their length were clustered using
Uclust (41) and gathered in the ‘CHAIN>70’
subdatabase. Complexes sharing the same composition
of ‘CHAIN>70’ groups were deﬁned as redundant and
the complex of best resolution was set as ‘reference
complex’. All the binary complexes contained in every
‘reference complex’ were further processed provided at
least 10 different pairs of residues have at least one
atomic contact (inter-atomic threshold distance set at
5A ˚ ). Structural interologs above 70% sequence identity
were deﬁned for pairs of binary complexes AB and A0B0
made of the same chains in ‘CHAIN>70’. To ensure that
similar interfaces be clustered together, an additional con-
straint was that the positions involved in the interface of A
and B overlapped with more than 40% of the positions
involved in the interface of A0 and B0, respectively. Further
details justifying the choice of this threshold are provided
in Supplementary Figure S2A.
To identify structural interologs below 70% sequence
identity, including remotely related ones, the set of
‘CHAIN>70’ had to be further clustered to the super-
family level. The proﬁle–proﬁle comparison algorithm
HHsearch is well suited for that purpose since it was
calibrated against the SCOP database to detect
superfamilies relationships between sequences with high
sensitivity (37). For every ‘CHAIN>70’ referent chain,
a sequence proﬁle was generated using three iterations
of Psi-blast (40) against the nr database. All-vs-all
HHsearch comparisons were performed to group
together ‘CHAIN>70’ referent chains matching with a
probability higher than 90% (local alignment mode).
To improve the speciﬁcity for short matches, superfamily
assignment was further controlled by checking that both
structures superimposed with Matras (42) with a fold simi-
larity probability above 80%. The fold similarity probabil-
ity was deﬁned using the reliability score calculated
by Matras (42) which was calibrated by all-vs-all compari-
son of protein domains in SCOP 1.59 database. Such
combined use of both HHsearch and Matras scores
was found optimal to retrieve remotely related domains
while preventing false positive assignments. Structural
interologs sharing <70% sequence identity were identiﬁed
following the same procedure as described in the former
paragraph except that we used the chains clustered at the
superfamily level resulting in the ‘INTER<70’ database.
For every pair of structural interologs AB and A0B0 in
‘INTER<70’, an interface RMSD (iRMSD) was
computed inspiring from CAPRI metrics (43) with some
variations to account for the fact that superimposed
chains can be substantially different: residues having a
difference in accessibility between the free and the bound
states were deﬁned as ‘interface residues’. Next, chains A
and A0 were superimposed using Matras and ‘common
interface residues for A and A0’ were deﬁned as all the
pairwise aligned positions involved in the interface of
both AB and A0B0 complexes, respectively. The same cal-
culation was repeated for chains B and B0 to deﬁne the
‘common interface residues for B and B0’. Two interface
iRMSDs were computed using the coordinates of the
backbone atoms, ﬁrst, chains A and A0 were superimposed
and an iRMSD_BB0 was computed between common
interface residues of chains B and B0; second, chains B
and B0 were superimposed and an iRMSD_AA0 between
the common interface residues of chain A and A0
was calculated. The minimal value between both
iRMSD_AA0 and iRMSD_BB0 was chosen as the repre-
sentative iRMSD. In most cases, both iRMSD values lie
in the same range. Typical exceptions are presented in
Supplementary Figure S2B and illustrate why the choice
of the minimal iRMSD was found a good compromise to
represent the structural divergence between interfaces.
Further details regarding the number of residues generally
involved in the iRMSD calculation and the dependence
between the iRMSD and this number of residues are
provided in Supplementary Figure S3.
For every interface, we estimated the biological/non-
biological and obligate/non-obligate characters relying
on the NoXClass probabilities (44). This program was
used with the two-stage support vector machine option
trained with the three parameters, interface size, size
ratio between interface and surface and amino acids com-
position. The NoXClass predictions are graphically repre-
sented by the type and thickness of the links connecting
the chains in the networks of interactions displayed as
in Figure 1A. From the InterEvol browser page, chains
(nodes) and interfaces (edges) can be interactively clicked
to display information panels about their respective
homologs and interologs (Figure 1B). All in all, the
InterEvol database contains nearly 12000 non-redundant
interfaces (below the 70% sequence identity threshold)
predicted by NoXClass as biological interfaces (Table 1).
They can be subdivided into 9309 homodimers and 2589
heterodimers. Focusing on the heterodimers set, 513
groups of structural interologs with sequence identity
below 70% could be retrieved (distribution of the size of
the groups is shown in Figure 2A). Certain groups exhibit
very interesting features illustrated by the structural
interologs of Mtr2-Mex67 heterodimer involved in
nuclear transport (pdb: 1q40). Six structural interologs
were identiﬁed with sequence identities for the pair of
chains A–B ranging from 33–50% to 7–15% with corres-
ponding iRMS ranging from 1.25 to 4.14A ˚ . Five out of
the six complexes are also involved in nuclear transport
Nucleic Acids Research, 2012,Vol.40, Database issue D849A
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Figure 1. (A) Three examples of network representation with clickable nodes and edges to navigate interactively through the InterEvol database.
The biological and obligate properties of the interactions (edges) between chains (nodes) were predicted using the NoXClass (44) program with plain
(obligate), dashed (non-obligate) or dotted lines (non-biological) as indicated in the ﬁgure. Thickness of the edges scales with the NoXClass
probability (44) for an interaction to be obligate. Network representation was developed using the python library NetworkX. (B) Screen capture
of the InterEvol browser page with ﬁve red caption boxes enumerating a typical search process from an edge request (step 1 which provides details
about the corresponding interface) to the download of structural interologs superpositions and/or of interologs sequences alignments.
D850 Nucleic AcidsResearch, 2012, Vol.40,Database issuewhile another is involved in the ubiquitination process.
As a comparison, ProtCID (21) identiﬁed only one out
of the six homologous interfaces likely due to the distant
homology relationships between them. Querying at a large
scale other databases such as ProtCID, IBIS or PRISM
with all the interologs retrieved in InterEvol indicated
that below 30% sequence identity, InterEvol interologs
contained at least twice as many pairs of interologs
(Supplementary Figure S4).
The overall relationships between sequence identities
of the pairs and the iRMSD between both interfaces
are shown in Figure 2B. Below 30% sequence identity,
172 interologs were identiﬁed with iRMSD below 4A ˚
providing a number of interesting cases with signiﬁcant
sequence variation but relatively similar structural
binding mode. In an attempt to further deﬁne the prob-
ability to ﬁnd two protein complexes in the same binding
arrangements at a given percent identity, we analysed the
proportion of interfaces pairs with a given iRMSD when
their binding partners belong to the same CHAIN <70
group. The graph in Supplementary Figure S5A
obtained following the methods described in Supple-
mentary Method 1 shows that between 20% and 30%
sequence identity, 58% of the interfaces have a iRMSD
below 4A ˚ , while this value drops to 27% below 20%
sequence identity. We also tried to check whether
iRMSD between orthologous interfaces distributed differ-
ently from paralogous interfaces (Supplementary Figure
S5B), using a classiﬁcation performed empirically based
on the organism to which each interface belongs and
the function of the complex as described in the PDB
entry (Supplementary Method 2 for details). While
above 50% sequence identity, no signiﬁcant differences
could be noticed between the othologous and the par-
alogous groups, between 30% and 50% identity the
distribution of iRMSD for the ortholog and the paralog
groups exhibit signiﬁcant differences (P=1.85e-08 from
non-parametrical Wilcoxon rank sum test with median
iRMSD of 1.7 or 2.5A ˚ between orthologs and paralogs,
respectively). Below 30%, the differences between both
distributions were also signiﬁcant with a P-value of
1.83e-05 and a median iRMSD value of 2.8 and 3.9A ˚
for orthologs and paralogs, respectively.
COUPLING SEQUENCE ALIGNMENTS AND
INTERFACES STRUCTURES
Structural interologs provide explicit snapshots of how
evolution effectively reshaped interfaces between related
protein families. However, structural data are sparse
with respect to the wealth of information available in se-
quences. To complement the structural information we
have derived multiple sequence alignments for every
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Figure 2. (A) Histogram reporting the number of groups of structural
interologs which contain from 2 to 10 different members. A vast
majority of the groups is composed of a single pair of structural
interologs underscoring the diversity of structures available in these
groups. (B) Given a binary interaction between two chains A–B, the
plot represents the interface RMSD (iRMSD) of this couple with its
corresponding structural interologs noted A0–B0 versus the minimal
percentage identity obtained from the structural alignment of A and
A0 and from B and B0. Groups of structural interologs with more than
10 members were not represented to prevent that their large combina-
torial pairwise comparisons bias the interpretation of the graph. The
few points exhibiting >70% identity are due to chains which were not
clustered together because they did not respect the coverage condition.
Table 1. Statistics about the complexes, interfaces and structural
interologs collected in InterEvol
Number of complexes analysed 33472
Homomers 26167
Heteromers 7305
Number of non-redundant complexes (%id<70%) 12095
Number of non-redundant interfaces (%id<70%) 16943
Homodimers interfaces 13274
Heterodimers interfaces 3669
Predicted as biological (NoXClass) 11898
Homodimers predicted as obligate (NoXClass) 7326
Homodimers predicted as non-obligate (NoXClass) 1983
Heterodimers predicted as obligate (NoXClass) 1148
Heterodimers predicted as non-obligate (NoXClass) 1441
Number of interologs sequences alignments
(more than 10 sequences)
1230
Heterodimers predicted as obligate (NoXClass) 579
Heterodimers predicted as non-obligate (NoXClass) 651
Number of groups of structural interologs (%id<70%) 1741
Homodimers interfaces 1129
Heterodimers interfaces 513
Combination of homodimers and heterodimers 99
Summary of the statistics of the number of complexes, interfaces and
interologs collected and analysed in the initial version of the InterEvol
database. Biological and obligate properties of the interfaces were pre-
dicted using the NoXClass method (44).
Nucleic Acids Research, 2012,Vol.40, Database issue D851non-redundant interface of the ‘reference complexes’. Our
aim was to retrieve as many sequences as possible, exhibit-
ing the highest diversity while restrained to the most likely
orthologous sequences. In that way, we can more conﬁ-
dently assume, for every sequence in the alignment, that
the selection pressure acted on similar positions to
maintain a binding interface and that the evolutionary
trace is not blurred by too remotely related sequences.
Orthology detection is a difﬁcult task tackled by a
number of methods and database (45,46). Our ambition
was to provide generic pre-computed interolog alignments
with reasonable accuracy in the species retrieved and offer
external users the possibility to increase the number of
species by re-computing these alignments with alternative
parameters and database through the InterEvolAlign web
service. A general ﬂow chart explaining the different
processes is provided in Supplementary Figure S6.
Pre-computed alignments were processed using fully
sequenced genomes to limit the inclusion of too many
paralogs or spurious sequences. We used the database
of entirely sequenced genomes provided in the OMA
database, so-called ‘Entire genomes (OMA)’ (47). For
every pair of sequences whose chains interact in the ‘ref-
erence complexes’ of the InterEvol database, two iter-
ations of Psi-blast over the ‘Entire genomes (OMA)’
database were performed. To improve alignment
coverage, matches selected after an iteration (e-value set
at 10e-4) are extended to their full-length sequence (exten-
sion can be restricted as an option in InterEvolAlign), re-
aligned with Muscle program (48) and alignment is resized
to match the structural limits of the chains. Homologous
sequences are kept in subsequent steps only if they respect
two conditions, ﬁrst they should share at least 35%
sequence identity with any of the accepted matches and
second they should align with the query with a coverage
above 50%. After every Psi-blast iteration, the hit with
lowest e-value is selected for each species and the corres-
ponding sequence is kept in all subsequent iterations.
Doing so, only one sequence per species is retrieved in
the ﬁnal alignment. The sequence proﬁle calculated as
an input for the next Psi-blast iteration only contains
these best hits for each species aligned together. Once
the alignments of both interacting partners are
computed, sequences belonging to species common in
both alignments are selected as interologs. Redundancy
ﬁlter is applied to remove pairs of interologs only if the
two sequences in the pair share more than 95% sequence
identity with their respective homologs. An additional step
was added to remove obvious non-orthologous sequences
from pre-computed alignments (Supplementary Figure
S7). For every sequence of the alignment (one per
species), a single reciprocal blast was run on the
database to count how often the other sequences of the
alignment were indeed ranked as ﬁrst hit. The ratio
between the number of correct reciprocal best hits and
the total number of species of the alignment retrieved
was calculated and sequences exhibiting signiﬁcantly
lower ratios (less than two standard deviations below the
mean ratio) were discarded in an iterative manner. Above
a ratio of 0.7, sequences are not discarded anymore thus
preventing that all the sequences be excluded while
iterating. All the standard values for the parameters men-
tioned above can be tuned in the InterEvolAlign webtool
to create tailored alignments.
The automatic protocol described above was found
rather robust to the inclusion of spurious sequences in
the alignments. For instance, a typical difﬁcult case is
that of the complex between Nas6 proteasome chaperone
and Rpt3 domain, an AAA ATPase part of the 19S pro-
teasome regulatory particle (PDB code: 2dzn). Rpt3 is
closely related to the 5 AAA ATPase subunits forming
the base of the proteasome (sharing more than 45%
sequence identity with Rpt1-6 paralogs). Nas6 belongs
to the widespread ankyrin superfamily very likely to
retrieve homologs unrelated to Nas6 function. In the
pre-computed alignment, more than 25 sequences were
retrieved from yeast to human with a mean sequence
identity of 34% to the query. Expert analysis of the align-
ment showed that no false positive was retrieved although
Nas6 has no orthologs in insects. The reciprocal blast hit
procedure cleaned up spurious homologs initially detected
from insect genomes. From the InterEvolAlign webtool, it
is also possible to reproduce the search with an additional
iteration over the NCBI reference database which provide
up to 69 sequences of aligned orthologs without any insect
sequence. The InterEvolAlign interface is also useful
to explore alternative thresholds and retrieve more hom-
ologous sequences. For instance, the complex between
RecO and RecR was solved in Deinococcus Radiodurans
in which RecO sequence diverged signiﬁcantly (pdb code:
2v1c). Only three interologs could be retrieved using the
standard thresholds in the pre-computed alignments.
However, decreasing the minimal identity threshold to
25% instead of 35% helped retrieving up to 300 sequences
of both partners aligned. Detailed inspection showed
that they were all orthologs of RecO and RecR,
underscoring the interest of tuning the parameters to
improve alignment completion. Overall, the possibility to
use either pre-computed alignments or the InterEvolAlign
webtool alleviates much of the tedious efforts of aligning
the most likely orthologs for a pair of interologs.
Overall, for more than 1200 interfaces of heteromers
the pre-computed multiple sequence alignment con-
tained more than 10 sequences with an average size of
47 sequences (Table 1 and Figure 3A). A global estimation
for the rates of evolution for the positions involved
at those interfaces could be obtained by using the
Rate4Site algorithm (49). Mapping the estimated rates
on the structure of the chains, we deﬁned the ‘conserved’
positions as those exhibiting rates of evolution com-
prised in the ﬁrst third of the rates computed over the
whole sequence. As previously observed in other
datasets (50,51), we conﬁrmed that overall interfaces
gather relatively conserved positions (Figure 3B) but
that the conservation signal remains not speciﬁc enough
to deﬁne unambiguously interaction patches since a given
interface contains less than a third of the positions
conserved over the whole surface (Figure 3C). Following
that track the InterEvol database provides additional
means to explore coevolution events for these slowly
evolving positions as shown below.
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COEVOLUTION
Evolutionary properties of interfaces are particularly
difﬁcult to analyse from sequence alignments because
alignments of both partners have to be manipulated sim-
ultaneously and neighbouring positions at the interface
are not necessarily contiguous in the alignments. To
overcome this issue, we developed a visualization tool im-
plemented as a plugin into the popular PyMol program.
The plugin can read generic alignment fasta ﬁles together
with a structure but is best optimized to process align-
ments generated with InterEvolAlign webtool since
species names can be displayed. The InterEvol PyMol
plugin can be very helpful in revealing compensatory
changes at interfaces in a complex such as the conserved
Rpb4-Rpb7 interaction for which InterEvol identiﬁed 4
structural interologs including one in Homo sapiens
(pdb: 2c35) and another from Saccharomyces cerevisiae
(pdb: 1y14).
After loading the structure of the interface available in
the InterEvol database (chains were renumbered with
respect to the original PDB) (pdb: 2c35) and the align-
ments in the InterEvol PyMol plugin, a user can select a
subset of residues in PyMol and generate an alignment
panel restricted to this set of residues (Figure 4). Let us
focus on the buried salt bridge between R31 (R44 in
original PDB) and E35 at the interface between Rpb4
(chain A) and Rpb7 (chain B), respectively. After selecting
this pair together with neighbouring positions in the struc-
ture comprising N35 and E41 in chain A (corresponding
to N48 and E54 in original PDB) and F31 and A47 in
chain B, a speciﬁc alignment panel restricted to the pos-
itions pops up. Although E35 (in Rpb7) has been strictly
conserved throughout evolution, its contacting residue
R31 (in Rpb4) switches from basic to polar or even hydro-
phobic residue in fungi genomes. How the deleterious
effect of this mutation was buffered in these species is
suggested from the alignment of position N35, neighbour-
ing R31, which swapped to basic when position R31 lost
its basic character in a correlated manner. The interest of
the InterEvol database is precisely to provide the struc-
tural solution to that question since the complex from
S. cerevisiae (pdb:1y14) was identiﬁed as a structural
interolog. Structural superposition between both human
and yeast complex conﬁrm the swapping behaviour of
the basic position to maintain a buried salt-bridge at
Rpb4–Rpb7 interface. Hence, analyzing the plasticity at
the interface of a complex can be carried out in an inter-
active manner repeating the selection/alignment display
cycle several times.
CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
The development of the InterEvol database reveals that
the number of structures of hetero and homo-oligomers
has sufﬁciently increased over the recent years to provide
a representative set of structural interologs. Together
with the multiple sequences alignments of the interologs
computed in the database, a wealth of data is now avail-
able to challenge our understanding of protein complex
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Figure 3. (A) Histogram reporting the number of sequences retrieved
in the interologs multiple sequences alignments which were pre-
calculated in the InterEvol database for every heteromeric binary inter-
action. (B) Evolutionary rates for every position of a chain were
computed with the Rate4Site algorithm (49) for the heterodimer
interologs alignments containing at least 10 sequences. These evolution-
ary rates were binned into nine classes of conservation and positions
were considered ‘conserved’ when they belong to the three most
conserved classes. The histogram reports the number of heterodimer
interfaces containing a given percentage of ‘conserved’ positions.
(C) The ‘conserved’ positions were identiﬁed as in (B). For every
binary heterodimer, the ratio between the number of conserved pos-
itions at the interface and the total number of conserved positions
exposed at the surface of the chain was calculated. For every range
of ratio, the histogram represents the number of binary heteromers
obtained.
Nucleic Acids Research, 2012,Vol.40, Database issue D853coevolution. We believe the InterEvol database will
interest a large audience because it can be accessed with
a variety of purposes. Bioinformaticians will ﬁnd a rich set
of data to run statistics not only at the structural level but
also at the sequence and evolutionary levels. Structural
biologists solving a new structure of complex, may
submit their sequences to discover remotely related inter-
faces. Also they can capture important constraints at the
R31
E35
N35
Chain B (2c35) Chain A (2c35) Chain B (2c35) Chain A (2c35)
Chain B (1y14) Chain A (1y14)
E35
R21
Invariant
 position 
  at E35
Once selected,
 aligned positions 
   are displayed
R31
    Basic swap
between positions
      31 and 35
   Control interactive selection 
and zoom in the structure panel
Figure 4. Screen capture to illustrate the interest of the InterEvol PyMol plugin for diving into the structures of complex interfaces interactively with
their evolutionary properties. The example focuses on the Rpb4-Rpb7 complex crystallized in both H. sapiens (pdb code:2c35) and S. cerevisiae (pdb
code:1y14). The interface coordinates ﬁles were downloaded from InterEvol database in which the chains have been renumbered to match the
positions in the alignment [R31, N35 and E41 in Rpb4 (2c35) stand for R44, N48 and E54 in the original PDB]. After selecting a small set of
positions neighbouring at the interface it is possible to display a restricted view of the multiple sequence alignment for the 2c35 complex. Speciﬁc
position can then be selected from the alignment panel and focused on in the structural panel allowing a cross talk between both dimensions.
A compensatory switch between two positions of Rpb4 to maintain a salt–bridge interaction with an invariant acidic residue of Rpb7 is presented.
The pre-computed alignment reveals this coordinated switch between positions 31 and 35. Retrieving the superimposed structures of the 1y14
complex reveals how structural micro-environments can adapt to allow for the plasticity of the interface in response to potentially deleterious
sequence changes.
D854 Nucleic AcidsResearch, 2012, Vol.40,Database issueinterface of their complex ﬁrst by generating the align-
ments of both binding partners and diving into the evolu-
tionary history of their interface, position by position,
using the interactive InterEvol PyMol plugin. As an ex-
tension InterEvol can also be used to discover templates
for comparative modelling. Other natural clients of the
InterEvol database will be evolutionary biologists who
wish to improve their phylogenetic models of interface
evolution by examining the ready-to-use alignments
pairs for coevolution analyses. As suggested from the
example of the Rpb4–Rpb7 complex remarkable cases of
interface plasticity and molecular epistasis might be
revealed in the future by bringing together structures
and sequences information.
SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online:
Supplementary Figures S1–7 and Supplementary
Methods 1–2.
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